
Wealth redefined.

Vision Action Planner



Vision
The Natural Wealth® Process provides 

individuals and families with a continuous, 

comprehensive and systematic approach to 

financial life planning and wealth management. 

The Process is made up of five elements, Vision, 

Wealth, Tax (and Estate), Cash and Risk.

The heart of the Natural Wealth® Process is 

Vision. Simply put, Vision is the “what and why” 

of the financial life planning process; the reason 

we plan, save and invest. A clearly articulated 

Vision and clearly stated life goals are essential 

to an effective financial life plan. Without a vision and inspiring goals, we are working, saving 

and investing without purpose. Without a vision, we are susceptible to all sorts of outside 

influences. Individuals and families either have an agenda of their own or they risk becoming 

part of someone else’s agenda… The choice is up to each of us: our agenda, our clearly thought 

out vision and goals or... someone else’s?

Drawing on many years of experience helping individuals and families build and manage wealth, 

we developed a Vision articulation exercise. The core of the exercise involves answering three 

life guiding questions:

1. What do I want to BE?

2. What do I want to DO?

3. What do I want to HAVE?

Aside from the questions themselves, the most important factor in the exercise is the order in 

which you ask them… Think BE, DO, HAVE! ...In that order!



One learns from visiting with people in the autumn of their lives, that possessions (the 

“HAVE’s”) have less and less meaning in a thoughtful person’s life. Possessions, things, “stuff”... 

They all take life energy to own and maintain. History and experience show people who reflect 

on who they are and what they can be (BE), on activities (DO) and relationships (BE/DO) and, 

not necessarily on the “stuff” (the “HAVE’s”) of life, generally live happier, healthier, and more 

rewarding lives.

In order to effectively answer the three questions, individuals and families should clarify 

their values. Values represent our deepest desires: what we want to stand for, how we want 

to relate to the world, and how we want to be remembered. They reflect our sense of right 

and wrong and what we believe should be. In so far as values have the power to influence our 

behavior, they should be one of the predominant determinants of how we choose our goals 

and develop our life vision.

Our values and life vision can change throughout our lifetimes... Introspection, time, life 

events, changes in health, changes in the world around us... Many influences and occurrences 

can impact our thinking and, ultimately our values, goals and dreams. If this exercise resonates 

with you, we recommend using it on a regular basis to ensure you are directing your life energy 

and resources towards what is really important to you and your family.

We are committed to helping our clients articulate their vision and goals; how they would like 

to see their lives and the lives of their family unfold. We ask clients to share the results of the 

vision articulation exercise with us as part of our planning process. Drawing on the shared 

life vision allows us to  build much more effective financial life plans and wealth management 

plans for our client households.



Values Excercise 

Our values guide many of our decisions throughout our lives. An effective Vison planning 

exercise begins with clarifying what is most important to us as individuals and families. 

To build a life vision without reflecting on our values is like building a house without a 

foundation. The structure is unstable.

Use the facing page to record your values. If you are part of a household, consider doing this 

exercise as a household. Once you have a list of values that resonate and that you feel reflect 

what is most important to you (and to your family, where applicable) consider ranking them 

by the importance. If you do not have enough room, use a separate piece of paper (use as 

many sheets of paper as necessary!).

You may already be totally connected to a set of values that guide how you live. If so, this will 

be a quick exercise. If you do not have an articulated value set, then we encourage you to take 

the time to reflect on what is most important to you and write down your answers.

On the pages that follow is a list of values. It is not exhaustive, nor by any means a complete 

list. If you have a value that is not listed write it down. The purpose of the exercise is to create 

a list of YOUR values. The list contains many similar values and synonyms. Some will likely 

call out and resonate with you. Some will do the opposite. Use the list as a guide to help 

stimulate your thinking and help you move the exercise forward.



My/Our Household Values

Write down your top 10 most important values from the 

“List of Values” provided, and rank them of importance

VALUE  RANK #

i)  ___________________________________________________________________   __________

ii)  __________________________________________________________________   __________

iii)  _________________________________________________________________   __________

iv)  _________________________________________________________________   __________

v)  __________________________________________________________________   __________

vi)  _________________________________________________________________   __________

vii)  _________________________________________________________________   __________

viii)  ________________________________________________________________   __________

ix)  _________________________________________________________________   __________

x)  __________________________________________________________________   __________



1. Abundance

2. Acceptance

3. Accessibility

4. Accomplishment

5. Accountability

6. Accuracy

7. Achievement

8. Acknowledgement

9. Activeness

10. Adaptability

11. Adoration

12. Adroitness

13. Advancement

14. Adventure

15. Affection

16. Affluence

17. Aggressiveness

18. Agility

19. Alertness

20. Altruism

21. Amazement

22. Ambition

23. Amusement

24. Anticipation

25. Appreciation

26. Approachability

27. Approval

28. Art

29. Articulacy

30. Artistry

31. Assertiveness

32. Assurance

33. Attentiveness

34. Attractiveness

35. Audacity

36. Availability

37. Awareness

38. Awe

39. Balance

40. Beauty

41. Being the best

42. Belonging

43. Benevolence

44. Bliss

45. Boldness

46. Bravery

47. Brilliance

48. Buoyancy

49. Calmness

50. Camaraderie

51. Candor

52. Capability

53. Care

54. Carefulness

55. Celebrity

56. Certainty

57. Challenge

58. Change

59. Charity

60. Charm

61. Chastity

62. Cheerfulness

63. Clarity

64. Cleanliness

65. Clear-mindedness

66. Cleverness

67. Closeness

68. Comfort

69. Commitment

70. Community

71. Compassion

72. Competence

73. Competition

74. Completion

75. Composure

76. Concentration

77. Confidence

78. Conformity

79. Congruency

80. Connection

81. Consciousness

82. Conservation

83. Consistency

84. Contentment

85. Continuity

86. Contribution

87. Control

88. Conviction

89. Conviviality

90. Coolness

91. Cooperation

92. Cordiality

93. Correctness

List of Values

Use this list of values to help determine which values resonate most with you. This is not a 

complete or exhaustive list of possible values. If you have a value that is not listed here, write 

it down on your list.



94. Country

95. Courage

96. Courtesy

97. Craftiness

98. Creativity

99. Credibility

100. Cunning

101. Curiosity

102. Daring

103. Decisiveness

104. Decorum

105. Deference

106. Delight

107. Dependability

108. Depth

109. Desire

110. Determination

111. Devotion

112. Devoutness

113. Dexterity

114. Dignity

115. Diligence

116. Direction

117. Directness

118. Discipline

119. Discovery

120. Discretion

121. Diversity

122. Dominance

123. Dreaming

124. Drive

125. Duty

126. Dynamism

127. Eagerness

128. Ease

129. Economy

130. Ecstasy

131. Education

132. Effectiveness

133. Efficiency

134. Elation

135. Elegance

136. Empathy

137. Encouragement

138. Endurance

139. Energy

140. Enjoyment

141. Entertainment

142. Enthusiasm

143. Environmentalism

144. Ethics

145. Euphoria

146. Excellence

147. Excitement

148. Exhilaration

149. Expectancy

150. Expediency

151. Experience

152. Expertise

153. Exploration

154. Expressiveness

155. Extravagance

156. Extroversion

157. Exuberance

158. Fairness

159. Faith

160. Fame

161. Family

162. Fascination

163. Fashion

164. Fearlessness

165. Ferocity

166. Fidelity

167. Fierceness

168.  Financial 

independence

169. Firmness

170. Fitness

171. Flexibility

172. Flow

173. Fluency

174. Focus

175. Fortitude

176. Frankness

177. Freedom

178. Friendliness

179. Friendship

180. Frugality

181. Fun

182. Gallantry

183. Generosity

184. Gentility

185. Giving

186. Grace

187. Gratitude

188. Gregariousness

189. Growth

190. Guidance

191. Happiness

192. Harmony

193. Health

194. Heart

195. Helpfulness

196. Heroism

197. Holiness

198. Honesty

199. Honor

200. Hopefulness

201. Hospitality

202. Humility

203. Humor



204. Hygiene

205. Imagination

206. Impact

207. Impartiality

208. Independence

209. Individuality

210. Industry

211. Influence

212. Ingenuity

213. Inquisitiveness

214. Insightfulness

215. Inspiration

216. Integrity

217. Intellect

218. Intelligence

219. Intensity

220. Intimacy

221. Intrepidness

222. Introspection

223. Introversion

224. Intuition

225. Intuitiveness

226. Inventiveness

227. Investing

228. Involvement

229. Joy

230. Judiciousness

231. Justice

232. Keenness

233. Kindness

234. Knowledge

235. Leadership

236. Learning

237. Liberation

238. Liberty

239. Lightness

240. Liveliness

241. Logic

242. Longevity

243. Love

244. Loyalty

245. Majesty

246. Making a difference

247. Marriage

248. Mastery

249. Maturity

250. Meaning

251. Meekness

252. Mellowness

253. Meticulousness

254. Mindfulness

255. Modesty

256. Motivation

257. Mysteriousness

258. Nature

259. Neatness

260. Nerve

261. Noncomformity

262. Obedience

263. Open-mindedness

264. Openness

265. Optimism

266. Order

267. Organization

268. Originality

269. Outdoors

270. Outlandishness

271. Outrageousness

272. Partnership

273. Patience

274. Passion

275. Peace

276. Perceptiveness

277. Perfection

278. Perkiness

279. Perseverance

280. Persistence

281. Persuasiveness

282. Philanthropy

283. Piety

284. Playfulness

285. Pleasantness

286. Pleasure

287. Poise

288. Polish

289. Popularity

290. Potency

291. Power

292. Practicality

293. Pragmatism

294. Precision

295. Preparedness

296. Presence

297. Pride

298. Privacy

299. Proactivity

300. Professionalism

301. Prosperity

302. Prudence

303. Punctuality

304. Purity

305. Rationality

306. Realism

307. Reason

308. Reasonableness

309. Recognition

310. Recreation

311. Refinement

312. Reflection

313. Relaxation

314. Reliability



315. Relief

316. Religiousness

317. Reputation

318. Resilience

319. Resolution

320. Resolve

321. Resourcefulness

322. Respect

323. Responsibility

324. Rest

325. Restraint

326. Reverence

327. Richness

328. Rigor

329. Sacredness

330. Sacrifice

331. Sagacity

332. Saintliness

333. Sanguinity

334. Satisfaction

335. Science

336. Security

337. Self-control

338. Selflessness

339. Self-reliance

340. Self-respect

341. Sensitivity

342. Sensuality

343. Serenity

344. Service

345. Sexiness

346. Sexuality

347. Sharing

348. Shrewdness

349. Significance

350. Silence

351. Silliness

352. Simplicity

353. Sincerity

354. Skillfulness

355. Solidarity

356. Solitude

357. Sophistication

358. Soundness

359. Speed

360. Spirit

361. Spirituality

362. Spontaneity

363. Spunk

364. Stability

365. Status

366. Stealth

367. Stillness

368. Strength

369. Structure

370. Success

371. Support

372. Supremacy

373. Surprise

374. Sympathy

375. Synergy

376. Teaching

377. Teamwork

378. Temperance

379. Thankfulness

380. Thoroughness

381. Thoughtfulness

382. Thrift

383. Tidiness

384. Timeliness

385. Traditionalism

386. Tranquility

387. Transcendence

388. Trust

389. Trustworthiness

390. Truth

391. Understanding

392. Unflappability

393. Uniqueness

394. Unity

395. Usefulness

396. Utility

397. Valor

398. Variety

399. Victory

400. Vigor

401. Virtue

402. Vision

403. Vitality

404. Vivacity

405. Volunteering

406. Warmheartedness

407. Warmth

408. Watchfulness

409. Wealth

410. Willfulness

411. Willingness

412. Winning

413. Wisdom

414. Wittiness

415. Wonder

416. Worthiness

417. Youthfulness

418. Zeal
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Vision Exercise 

Using your values as a guide, you are now able to thoughtfully consider the following three 

questions:

1. What do I want to BE?

2. What do I want to DO?

3. What do I want to HAVE?

Again, the order of the questions is as important as the questions themselves. Most individuals 

and families have a finite amount of financial resources from which to draw on. Generally 

speaking, HAVES (the “stuff” of life) cost money to buy, own and maintain. Be mindful of not 

just the purchase cost of any things you want to own, but also the ongoing costs of ownership; 

costs that may take financial resources that might otherwise be available for important DO’s 

and BE’s… 

On the following three pages, we have created a space for you to consider each question and 

write down your answers and thoughts. If there is not enough room, use additional note paper 

to record your answers and thoughts. In answering your questions, do not restrict yourself 

by your perceived limitations (i.e. current health, life circumstances, finances…). Part of the 

exercise should be to “Blue Sky” a bit… to consider what might be possible in an ideal set of 

circumstances.

As you write down your answers, start considering what might be involved in your achieving 

each of the goals and dreams you write down. Use separate pages to list the issues and possible 

paths towards turning the goal or dream into a reality.

For example, if you write down “I want to be healthy” as an answer to “What do I want to 

BE?”, what might you have to do or change to start down the path towards being healthy (i.e. 

Exercise for 60 minutes three times a week. Eat healthier.). The answer to the question itself, 

will mean something different to various individuals and families. If you are dealing with a 

health challenge, you will want to consider your answer in the context of where you are now 

and what is possible.



If you answer “I want to take my family to Disneyland” to “What do I want to DO?”, you will 

need to consider the costs and logistics involved with such a trip. Consider when you might 

want to make the trip. What needs to be done to bring the dream to life?

If you answer “I want to upgrade my kitchen” to “What do I want to HAVE?”, you will need to 

consider the costs and logistics involved with the renovation. Consider developing a timeline 

for completing the renovation and begin writing down what might need to be done.

There are no hard and fast rules with this exercise. The idea is to get your most important goals 

and dreams written down. Once they are recorded, you can begin the process of prioritizing 

them and developing a plan to bring them to life. To this end, once you have completed the 

Vision exercise for each of the BE, DO and HAVE categories, take time to prioritize the top 

three goals and objectives in each category on the page provided at the end. This will help keep 

you focused in developing strategies for most important Vision objectives.

We welcome an opportunity to engage with you in the process and for you to share the answers 

coming from the exercise so we can look for ways to incorporate them into the financial life 

planning process for your family, where applicable. Feel free to reach out to us at any point 

along the way for any guidance you may need or to share your personal and family vision, 

goals and dreams. Incorporating your Vision into the financial life planning and investment 

management process makes us far more effective in the work we are doing for you.

BE DO HAVE



BE
What do you want to be? Why?
BE is about personal development, who we want to be as individuals, as 

members of families, organizations and communities.

Please prioritize each of the goals and/or objectives you have recorded in order of importance. What 

financial resources do you might be required to complete each goal and/or objective? What is your target 

date for completing each goal and/or objective? Be as detailed as possible.



DO
What do you want to do? Why?
DO is about personal accomplishments, the “bucket list”, the “to do” list 

of life.

Please prioritize each of the goals and/or objectives you have recorded in order of importance. What 

financial resources do you might be required to complete each goal and/or objective? What is your target 

date for completing each goal and/or objective? Be as detailed as possible.



HAVE

What do you want to have? Why?
HAVE is about our material wants. It is the “stuff” of life. Wants are the 

“extras,” things we think make our lives pleasant and more enjoyable.

Please prioritize each of the goals and/or objectives you have recorded in order of importance. What 

financial resources do you might be required to complete each goal and/or objective? What is your target 

date for completing each goal and/or objective? Be as detailed as possible.



HAVE

Prioritize your top three answers for each:

1.___________________________________________________________________

2.  __________________________________________________________________

3.___________________________________________________________________

1.___________________________________________________________________

2.  __________________________________________________________________

3.___________________________________________________________________

1.___________________________________________________________________

2.  __________________________________________________________________

3.___________________________________________________________________

BE

DO



Next Steps

Congratulations! We hope you found the exercise meaningful. Now that you have compiled a 

list of your most important BE’s, DO’s and HAVE’s you can start planning to bring them to life. 

Depending on the specific goal or dream, you can start to construct an action plan and bring 

other stakeholders into the plan.

To the extent that your Vision requires financial resources to accomplish, share your Vision 

with us so we can incorporate it into your financial life and wealth management plans. We are 

here to help you in any way we can in making your life vision a reality.

Revisit the results of this exercise as often as you need to, to ensure you are on the right path. 

Consider asking yourself the BE, DO HAVE,  Vision questions on a regular basis to make sure 

that you are focussing your energy and resources in the direction of what is really important.



NOTES



NOTES



The Natural Wealth® Process

Wealth 
The Natural Wealth® Process focusses on three types of wealth: 

Person, Portfolio and Possession and guides participants in 

developing an action plan to maximize wealth in line with each 

household’s risk tolerance and risk capacity.

Tax (and Estate) 
Tax (and Estate) planning are important aspects of wealth and 

income maximization. The Natural Wealth® Process provides 

methods for reducing taxes and estate settlement costs for client 

households.

Cash Flow 
Cash and cash flow are “Vision Fuel”. The Natural Wealth® 

Process provides guidance and tools for helping client households 

maximize their after-tax cash and cash flow.

Vision 
The heart of the Natural Wealth® Process is Vision. A clearly 

articulated Vision and clearly stated life goals are essential to an 

effective financial life plan.

Risk 
Individuals, households and companies live with risk every day. 

Risk cannot often be eliminated completely. The Natural Wealth® 

Process provides a system for determining risks within each of the 

Wealth elements and provides methods of reducing or transferring 

risk, using insurance, where financially appropriate.
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